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DESCRIPTION
The invention relates to a process for the manufacture of threedimensional hollow nanostructures , comprising:
• the deposition of a layering of support of a sacrificial
layer of resist adapted to vary its default feature
solubility for exposure to a radiation accident;
• the erosion of at least a region of volume
predetermined sacrificial layer to form a corresponding
cavity of controlled nanometer size extended in depth
along a predetermined direction of erosion, in which
the erosion of the predetermined volume region of the
sacrificial layer is carried out for etching through an
adapted ion beam to generate locally , by effect of
collision with a sacrificial layer in an area of the inner
surface of the cavity, a dose of secondary electrons
such as to cause a confined exposure of the resist and
consequently determine a greater insolubility than the
default feature solubility in the wall region of the cavity
to a depth equal to the free mean path of secondary
electrons ;
• the removal of the sacrificial layer of the resist with the
default characteristic of solubility , for which the wall
region of the exposed cavity form a quarry residual
nanostructure

APPLICATIONS
Photonics, electrochemical catalysis, metamaterials, photovoltaics, microfluidics, nanomedicine, neuroscience
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